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California’s Uninsured Rate Stalled Out, but 2020
Promises Renewed Progress

C

alifornia has been a national leader in helping people receive the health coverage they need
since the enactment of the federal Affordable Care Act (ACA) in 2010. Until 2016, the share of
Californians without health coverage dropped substantially. But this decline slowed significantly

before finally stalling out in 2018, leaving close to 3 million Californians uninsured.

This recent trend in large part reflects two factors: 1) federal efforts to undermine the ACA and 2) state
policymakers’ focus on protecting California’s health coverage gains rather than boosting state health
investments. After Governor Gavin Newsom took office in January 2019, state policymakers’ approach
shifted and several policies that aim to improve health coverage and affordability – all of which take effect
in 2020 – were adopted. California can make further progress in 2020 and in the coming years to help more
people access and afford coverage – so long as the ACA remains intact and state policymakers continue to
build on the investments in health they’ve made in the last decade.

California’s Uninsured Rate
Stalled Out in 2018, Following
Several Years of Declines
The share of Californians lacking health coverage
last year – 7.2% – was unchanged from 2017, and
roughly similar to the 2016 rate (7.3%), according to
US Census Bureau data (Figure 1).1 At the same time,
the uninsured rate for the US as a whole increased –
to 8.9% – in 2018. In other words, the US rate ticked
up, while California’s rate stalled out. These recent
trends contrast sharply with those of prior years. For
example, the share of Californians without health
coverage plunged by nearly 10 percentage points
between 2013 and 2016 – from 17.2% to 7.3% – the
largest drop in the nation during this period.
Looking behind the percentages, the number of
Californians without health coverage fell by almost
half between 2013 and 2015, from 6.5 million to 3.3

million. This number declined further to 2.8 million
in 2016, where it remained through 2018.2 This
means that around 3 million Californians missed out
on the benefits of health coverage, including earlier
diagnosis of chronic conditions, improved use of
preventive services, better access to mental health
treatment, a reduction in preventable mortality, and
protection from financial distress.3
To some degree, it is not surprising that the decline
in California’s uninsured rate came to a halt in 2018.
The large gains of recent years, particularly in 2014
and 2015, occurred as California expanded coverage
in the wake of the Affordable Care Act (ACA), which
President Obama signed into law in 2010. California
rolled out new coverage options for Californians with
low incomes through Medi-Cal (our state’s Medicaid
program) as well as through Covered California, the
state-run online health insurance marketplace (also
known as the “exchange”).
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FIGURE 1

California’s Uninsured Rate Stalled Out in 2018
Percentage of People Without Health Coverage, 2009 to 2018
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Many Californians who remain uninsured face greater
obstacles to enrolling in coverage than those who
signed up during the early years of the ACA. For
example, a large share of uninsured Californians are
undocumented immigrant adults, who generally lack
access to affordable coverage. Other Californians are
eligible for federal financial assistance to help lower
the cost of private health insurance, but may not
know about this help or continue to have concerns
about affordability even with this assistance.
In short, there were reasons to expect California’s
uninsured rate to decline more slowly as the ACA
matured. However, the fact that California’s progress
in expanding access to health coverage came to a
standstill last year suggests that other factors also
were in play.

Federal Threats and Lack of
New State Investments Hindered
Progress in 2017 and 2018
The fact that California’s uninsured rate stalled out in
2018 largely reflects the impact of federal efforts to

undermine the Affordable Care Act (ACA), coupled
with California’s focus on protecting health coverage
gains rather than making new health investments
during a tumultuous period of political uncertainty.

President Trump and Congressional
Republicans Adopted a Strategy Aimed at
Undermining the Affordable Care Act
In 2017, Republican leaders in Congress made
multiple attempts to repeal the ACA and cut federal
funding for Medicaid. These efforts ultimately failed.
However, President Trump signed tax legislation in
late 2017 that eliminated the ACA’s financial penalty
for going without health insurance.4 As a result,
health insurance companies selling plans through
Covered California increased their 2019 rates by an
average of 3.5% “due to concerns that the removal
of the penalty” would produce “a less healthy and
costlier consumer pool.”5 In fact, the elimination of
the federal penalty “likely contributed” to a 23.8%
decline in the number of new consumers who enrolled
in coverage through Covered California.”6
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In addition, President Trump used his executive
authority to destabilize the ACA. This included
ending federal payments (“cost-sharing reductions”)
that decreased out-of-pocket health care costs for
people with low incomes; promoting unnecessary and
counterproductive work requirements in Medicaid;
expanding the availability of limited-benefit health
plans (“junk insurance”); and drastically cutting federal
funding for advertising and consumer assistance.7
These actions created tremendous uncertainty in
health insurance markets and forced California into a
defensive posture.

several policies that aim to improve health coverage
and affordability, beginning in 2020. Specifically,
state policymakers: 1) created new state premium
assistance subsidies to reduce the cost of health
insurance purchased through Covered California; 2)
established a new state requirement for Californians
to maintain health coverage or pay a penalty; 3)
expanded comprehensive Medi-Cal coverage to
undocumented young adults with low incomes; and
4) reformed Medi-Cal’s eligibility rules so that more
seniors with low incomes will qualify for no-cost health
coverage.

California Policymakers Focused on
Protecting the State’s Health Coverage Gains
and Did Not Approve New Investments

New State Subsidies in Effect From 2020 to
2022 Will Reduce the Cost of Health Insurance
Purchased Through Covered California

In his final year in office in 2018, Governor Brown
signed several bills aimed at shielding Californians
from the impact of President Trump’s executive
actions.8 These included Senate Bill 910 and SB
1375.9 SB 910 banned the sale of short-term
(junk) insurance plans, which provide coverage for
fewer than 12 months and lack the full range of
essential health benefits required by the ACA. SB
1375 prohibits the sale of association health plans
to sole proprietorships or partnerships without
employees and also requires these plans to abide by
ACA rules, contrary to the Trump Administration’s
policy. In addition, Covered California countered
the loss of federal cost-sharing reduction payments
by putting in place a “workaround” that protected
most consumers from cost increases at the expense
of the federal government.10 However, given the
president’s persistent efforts to undermine the ACA
and Governor Brown’s reluctance to approve new
state health investments, California did not make
further progress in advancing health care access or
affordability in late 2017 or 2018.11

Californians who lack access to health insurance
through their jobs and who do not qualify for MediCal may purchase coverage in the individual market,
which includes health plans sold through Covered
California as well as those sold “off exchange.”
Around 2.2 million Californians buy health insurance
in the individual market, with almost 1.4 million of
them purchasing a plan through Covered California.12
People who purchase a Covered California plan
and whose income does not exceed 400% of the
federal poverty line (around $50,000 for one person)
generally qualify for federal financial assistance to
reduce their monthly premiums.13 In contrast, people
who purchase health insurance off-exchange in the
individual market do not receive federal premium
subsidies regardless of their income.

California Adopted Policies in 2019
to Boost Health Coverage and
Affordability in the Coming Years
After Governor Gavin Newsom took office in January
2019, state policymaker’s approach to health policy
shifted. The Governor and state lawmakers adopted

In 2019, lawmakers and Governor Newsom created
state premium assistance subsidies to help further
reduce the cost of health insurance purchased
through Covered California (Table 1).14 The vast
majority of these new subsidies will benefit people
with incomes between 400% and 600% of the poverty
line (roughly $50,000 to $75,000 for one person).
These residents – unlike people with lower incomes –
do not qualify for any federal financial assistance even
though they often face high monthly premiums as
well as large out-of-pocket costs.15 With the new state
subsidies, these middle-income Californians could
see their premiums reduced by hundreds or even
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TABLE 1

Projected Impact of New State Premium Assistance Subsidies in
Coverage Year 2020
≤138% FPL

>200% to ≤400% FPL

>400% to ≤600% FPL

Total

Number of Recipients*

23,000

663,000

235,000

922,000

Reduction to Individual
or Household Premium

Premium for
benchmark plan
reduced to $1 per
member per month

Premium reduced by
an average of $15 per
household per month

Premium reduced by
an average of $172 per
household per month

N/A

$5 million

$81 million

$335 million

$421 million

State Cost

FPL = federal poverty line
* Subtotals do not sum to total due to rounding.
Note: State premium assistance subsidies are available only to people who purchase health insurance through Covered California.
Source: Covered California

thousands of dollars each year.16 The remainder of the
new state subsidies will go to people with incomes
that are 1) between 200% and 400% of the poverty
line (roughly $25,000 to $50,000 for one person) or 2)
at or below 138% of the poverty line (around $17,200
for one person). These state subsidies will remain in
effect for coverage years 2020 to 2022.17
The 2019-20 state budget provides more than $420
million from the General Fund to support these new
state premium subsidies, with this funding projected
to rise to nearly $550 million by 2021-22.18 A portion
of this funding will come from a new state penalty
assessed on Californians who do not maintain health
coverage (see next section).

Starting in 2020, Californians Will Be Required
to Maintain Health Coverage or Pay a Penalty
The Affordable Care Act (ACA) included a
requirement for people to carry a minimum level of
health insurance. This requirement was known as the
“individual mandate.” The goal was to encourage
young and healthy people to enroll in coverage
in order to create healthier risk pools and keep
premiums lower than if only older and sicker people
signed up for coverage. With some exceptions,

people who failed to comply had to pay a penalty
to the federal government. However, Congress and
President Trump zeroed out this penalty effective
January 1, 2019.19
In 2019, lawmakers and Governor Newsom created a
state individual mandate and penalty to replace the
penalty that was eliminated at the federal level. This
new “minimum essential coverage” mandate takes
effect on January 1, 2020.20 With some exceptions,
Californians who fail to enroll in and maintain
coverage – including for their spouse and dependents
– will be required to pay a penalty to the state. In
2020, this penalty “could be up to nearly $2,100 per
family,” according to Covered California.21 Revenues
from this penalty will be deposited into the state’s
General Fund and used to help pay for the new state
premium assistance subsidies (described above).
Projections suggest that 229,000 Californians
will newly enroll in coverage in 2020 due to the
combination of the new state penalty and the
availability of state premium subsidies. Of these,
187,000 are expected to sign up through Covered
California and the remaining 42,000 are projected to
purchase health insurance off-exchange.22
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Starting in 2020, Undocumented Young
Adults With Low Incomes Will Be Eligible for
Comprehensive Medi-Cal Coverage
Undocumented immigrants make significant
contributions to California. They comprise roughly
one-tenth of the workforce and are estimated to
pay well over $3 billion in state and local taxes each
year.23 Yet, undocumented immigrants face substantial
hurdles to accessing health coverage. Federal policy
prevents these immigrants from purchasing health
insurance through Covered California, even without
federal subsidies. Moreover, states cannot use federal
dollars to provide comprehensive (“full scope”) health
coverage to undocumented immigrants through the
Medicaid program.24 States, however, may use their
own funds to provide Medicaid coverage. In 2016,
California extended full Medi-Cal benefits to incomeeligible children and youth through age 18 regardless
of immigration status, with state funds used to pay
for this expansion.25 In 2019, state lawmakers and
Governor Newsom expanded this policy to include
income-eligible undocumented adults ages 19 to
25. About 90,000 undocumented young adults are
projected to initially benefit from this policy change,
which will take effect no sooner than January 1, 2020.
The cost in 2019-20 is projected to be $98 million
($74 million General Fund).26

Starting in 2020, More Seniors With
Low Incomes Will Qualify for No-Cost
Health Coverage Due to a Change to
Medi-Cal’s Income Limit
Medi-Cal is a critical source of coverage for seniors
with low incomes because it provides many services
that are not covered by the federal Medicare
program.27 Unfortunately, Medi-Cal’s eligibility rules
have historically placed seniors with low incomes
at a disadvantage compared to their younger
counterparts. While adults age 64 and younger
generally qualify for no-cost Medi-Cal with incomes
up to 138% of the poverty line ($17,236 for one
person), the income limit for adults age 65 and older

is only 122% of the poverty line ($15,238 for one
person).
In other words, once they turn 65, many Californians
with low incomes cannot access free Medi-Cal
because the countable-income limit for seniors –
which is set by the state – is much lower than it is for
younger adults. These seniors may still access MediCal services, but only if they pay a deductible, known
as a “share of cost,” that can amount to hundreds of
dollars per month. In effect, Medi-Cal’s unreasonably
stringent income rules impose a financial penalty on
seniors.28
In 2019, state lawmakers and Governor Newsom
eliminated this “senior penalty” by reforming MediCal’s eligibility rules. Specifically, state policymakers
raised Medi-Cal’s income limit for seniors to 138% of
the poverty line, matching the income threshold that
applies to adults age 64 and younger. This change,
which requires federal approval, will allow thousands
of additional seniors with low incomes to qualify for
no-cost Medi-Cal. The cost in 2019-20 is projected
to be $63 million ($31.5 million General Fund), with
implementation occurring no sooner than January 1,
2020.29

California Can Further Improve
Health Care Access and Affordability
in 2020 – While Also Exploring
Options for Transforming the Health
Care System
Although California made significant progress in
advancing health care access and affordability in
2019, much work remains to be done to ensure
that health care is truly accessible and affordable
to all Californians. Assuming the state’s near-term
fiscal outlook remains positive, with growing state
revenues, state policymakers will have an opportunity
in 2020 to lay the groundwork for additional coverage
and affordability gains. Moreover, a new state
commission will be exploring options for achieving
unified financing of health care delivery in California,
including through a single-payer system.
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State Policymakers Have Opportunities
in 2020 to Advance Health Coverage and
Affordability Gains

extend this coverage to income-eligible adults
through age 25 regardless of immigration
status. However, undocumented adults ages 26
and older are still excluded from full Medi-Cal
benefits. In some cases, undocumented adults
can access low- or no-cost health care services
provided by counties and safety-net providers,
such as public hospitals and community clinics.
Even so, these adults “generally have more
limited access to care than their citizen and
documented counterparts.”31 California could
further close this health care access gap by
expanding full Medi-Cal benefits to at least
some undocumented adults ages 26 or older
who have low incomes. In fact, Governor
Newsom recently committed to work with the
Legislature in 2020 “to address” the expansion
of full Medi-Cal benefits to people age 65 or
older with low incomes who are undocumented,
a change that is estimated to benefit
approximately 30,000 California seniors.32

In 2020, Governor Newsom and state lawmakers
could:

•	Expand state assistance for Californians who
purchase health insurance through Covered
California and continue to struggle with high
costs. As noted above, many Californians who
purchase health insurance through Covered
California will, starting in 2020, qualify for new
state subsidies to reduce the amount they
spend on premiums. These state subsidies will
primarily benefit people with incomes between
400% and 600% of the poverty line (roughly
$50,000 to $75,000 for one person). Yet, even
with this new state assistance, Californians in
this income range will still be required to spend
a large share of their income – up to 18% – on
premiums before they begin to receive state
subsidies.30 (The examples in this paragraph
assume that households purchase the secondlowest-cost “silver” plan.) For example, a
person who earns $62,450 per year (500% of
the poverty line) will have to spend 16% of their
income on premiums – totaling almost $10,000
per year – before they may begin receiving
state assistance to cover the remainder.
Someone who earns around $75,000 per year
(600% of the poverty line) will be required
to spend 18% of their income on premiums,
or roughly $13,500 per year. California could
further reduce the burden of health care costs
on both middle- and lower-income households
by expanding the new state premium subsidies
as well as by providing additional state
assistance to decrease consumers’ out-ofpocket costs, such as for deductibles and office
visit co-pays.

• Provide full Medi-Cal benefits to additional
undocumented adults. As noted above,
California provides full-scope Medi-Cal
coverage to undocumented children and
youth who are income-eligible, and will soon

A State Commission Will Explore Options
for Achieving Unified Financing of Health
Care Delivery, Including Through a SinglePayer System
In 2018, state policymakers created a five-member
“Council on Health Care Delivery Systems” to
examine pathways toward achieving “unified
financing” of health care delivery in California.33
In 2019, Governor Newsom and state lawmakers
recast the council as the “Healthy California for
All Commission” and enlarged the commission’s
charge to include a focus on how California can
move toward creating “a single-payer financing
system.”34 Moreover, the commission’s membership
was increased from five to 13: eight appointed by
the Governor, two appointed by the Senate Rules
Committee, two appointed by the Speaker of the
Assembly, and the secretary of the California Health
and Human Services Agency (who is a gubernatorial
appointee).
The Healthy California for All Commission is required
to produce two reports. The first, due by July 1, 2020,
will outline “steps California can take to prepare for
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transition to a unified financing system,” among other
things. This includes exploring the reorganization of
state programs as well as the need for federal waivers
and changes to state law and the state Constitution.
The second report, due by February 1, 2021, will
highlight “key design considerations” for a unified
financing system, including covered benefits and
services, provider payments, enrollee cost-sharing,
and ways to contain health care cost growth.
The single-payer approach to health care financing
has potential benefits for Californians, but also
would face key challenges related to financing,
implementation, and various provisions of the state
Constitution.35 Even under the best of circumstances,
shifting California’s health care system to a singlepayer model would be a complex undertaking,
requiring fundamental changes to health care
delivery and financing as well as the active support
of the federal government. The work of the Healthy
California for All Commission could help to shed
additional light on how California could most
effectively move toward a single-payer financing
system, should Californians decide to shift away from
the state’s current multi-payer model.

Conclusion
In 2019, Governor Newsom and state lawmakers
adopted policies that will boost Californians’ access
to health coverage while also making coverage
more affordable. As a result, more Californians will
experience the benefits of health coverage, which
should help to reduce the state’s uninsured rate in
2020 (other things being equal). If California’s nearterm economic outlook remains positive, with growing
state revenues, state policymakers will be strongly
positioned in 2020 to prioritize additional investments
aimed at further improving coverage and affordability,
potentially benefitting hundreds of thousands of lowand middle-income Californians. Looking beyond
2020, California’s ability to help more people access
and afford coverage – whether through incremental
changes or transformational advances (such as a statelevel, single-payer system) – will hinge not only on the
health of the economy but also on the outcome of
the November 2020 elections, which will determine
whether Congress continues to be divided between
Democrats and Republicans and President Donald
Trump serves a second term.
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Californians with a source of timely, objective, and accessible expertise on state fiscal and economic policy issues. The
Budget Center engages in independent fiscal and policy analysis and public education with the goal of improving public
policies affecting the economic and social well-being of low- and middle-income Californians. General operating support
for the Budget Center is provided by foundation grants, subscriptions, and individual contributions. Please visit the
Budget Center’s website at calbudgetcenter.org. Support for this Issue Brief was provided by the Blue Shield Foundation
of California.
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